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How to pick a task in                                         ? 



1. In your web browser, go on the OpenStreetMap website

2. Click on sign-up and fill in the form

3. Open your e-mail account and open the welcome message to confirm your 
account. You will be taken to the OpenStreetMap welcome page.

www.openstreetmap.org 

http://www.openstreetmap.org/
http://tasks.hotosm.org/


4. In your web browser, go on the HOT Tasking Manager website

5. Authenticate you with your OSM username and password 

6. Search for a project on which you want to contribute. You can use the search bar to 
filter projects.

7. Click on the project title to 
select it.

http://tasks.hotosm.org/

Today project

http://tasks.hotosm.org/
http://tasks.hotosm.org/


Organization of a project page

1.  



Organization of a project page

2.  

Please read it carefully to 
have a clear idea of what 

is expected from your 
contributions.



Organization of a project page

3.  

The selected task



Lock a task and begin to contribute to the map

                       



Lock a task and begin to contribute to the map

                       



Lock a task and begin to contribute to the map

                       
Click here to open the OSM 
iD editor in a new tab and 

begin to map

Other tools can be 
used for mapping in 
OSM
As new-mappers, we 
will use the iD editor



Unlock the task and leave a comment

                       

WHEN YOU WANT TO STOP MAPPING:

1. Make sure you have well save the changes you made in the iD editor.

2. Close the iD editor tab in your web-browser

3. Return on the HOT tasking manager tab

4. Leave a explicit comment about what 
you have done

5. If the task is not yet finished, use the 
« stop mapping » button

6. If the task is done, use the « Mark task 
as done » button



How to map residential areas in 
OpenStreetMap with the iD Editor



What is a residential area ? 

Residential areas are bits of land which are largely used for housing.





Some are easily recognizable…



Other are less…



What is a residential area ? 

There are no hard rules as to what exactly is the extent of a residential area. 
In this task, don’t draw them for just one house. Don’t draw the outline on 
top of houses, but around them.

In OpenStreetMap, we generally start with a rough outline: one big polygon 
marking an entire village.











Map residential areas

• Choose the Area button

• Click on the place where 
you want to start the outline, 
and make an outline * The area tool is also used  for mapping buildings, water bodies, parks, sports fields …. 

• Finish your polygon by double-clicking where you want to add the last 
point. (You can also finish by clicking on the first point you added).



Map residential areas

• Click on one of the points to 
improve their location if 
needed

• Click on the little triangle 
between two points to add 
more points if needed



Map residential areas

• Now click on the outline of the polygon to be able to mark it as a 
residential area (=tagging). If it’s flashing red, you’re set to tag.



Don’t forget to save your changes

• Save your work regularly to avoid losing it



Unlock the task in HOT Tasking Manager
and leave a comment

                       WHEN YOU WANT TO STOP MAPPING:

1. Make sure you have well save the changes you made in the iD editor.

2. Close the iD editor tab in your web-browser

3. Return on the HOT tasking manager tab

4. Leave a explicit comment about what 
you have done

5. If the task is not yet finished, use the 
« stop mapping » button

6. If the task is done, use the « Mark task 
as done » button
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